Life is a Game – para pessoas com autismo

Life is game – for autistic persons

Title
(English translation):

URL

http://www.portointeractivecenter.org/lifeisgame/

Language/s:

english; portuguese

Author (if available):

Porto University (instituto de Telecomunicações); UT Austin;
Microsoft

Institution Name or
Project:

LifeisGame

Access Date:

15-03-2018

e-Civeles Code:

PT05

Main scope of the target group to use the game / platform
(only broadest possible group)

International
European
National
Regional
Local
Primary target group:

Support autistic children to develop their communicational skills in a leisure way and
without stress, using virtual characters and the real-time analysis of facial expressions.
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Purposes of the game / e-platform
(one or more)

✔

Improving digital competences
Improving (inter)cultural awareness
Gaining geospatial / geographical competences

✔

Learning a language
Improving cognitive functions / brain training

✔

Promoting awareness to immigrants

Summary of the game
The ability of socially and emotionally impaired individuals to recognize and respond to
emotions conveyed by the face is critical to improve their communication skills.
The LIFEisGAME project attempts to show how it is possible to apply a pioneer serious
game ap-proach to teach people with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) to recognize
facial emotions, using real time synthesis and automatic facial expression analysis. This
is a joint project between Portugal and UT Austin.
The LIFEisGAME project is part of a broader research effort, focusing on an open
question of scien-tific and clinical importance, of whether the use of virtual characters in
interactive training programs can provide a basis for ASD rehabilitation. But first, we need
to develop the technology. LIFEisGAME overall objective is to deploy a low cost real time
facial animation system embedded in an experimental game, which will allow to further
study the symptomatic problems of facial emo-tion recognition.
LIFEisGAME advances the synthesis of realistic virtual characters and markerless motion
capture technology, and creates a non-stressful game to help individuals recognize facial
emotions in an interactive way
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Technical issues
yes

no

✔
✔

Registration required
Standalone application / must be installed
Playable directly in a browser. If yes, which one?

✔

Browsers have permission to execute Adobe Flash

✔
✔

Additional software needs to be installed. If yes, which one?

✔

Available for free

Highlights
(remarkable aspects related to this game that should be mentioned)
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References
(For example: Internet link that provides guidelines for teachers who want to use the game)

https://youtu.be/fB6Q4_55Yow

Screenshot(s) of the game
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